NATURAL GAS PRICE OUTLOOK
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The EIA reported an injection of 92 bcf last week - mostly in line
with market expectations but 43 bcf above the same week last year
and 23 bcf above the five-year average for that week. This brings
total storage levels to 3,461 bcf for the week ended October 15th.
This equates to 458 and 151 bcf deficits to last year and the fiveyear average respectively. The expected build for this week is
around 85 bcf and the total for the next three weeks is likely to
around 155 bcf. And if the estimate is indeed correct, then the
respective deficits fall to 310 and 121 bcf.

The end-of-season level will likely be around 3,615 bcf - still low to
historical levels but a vast improvement on what the market was
expecting just a few months ago. Note the graph below - the
much-diminished heating demand during this very mild October
has allowed the injections to greatly exceed last year. Whether the
market incurs its first draw of the season in the first or second
week of November depends on if in fact the nation is about to see
some cooler temps finally arrive. The market is not out of the
woods on winter tightness - but in better position.

The U.S. nuclear fleet is of course deeply into its
seasonal outage period for re-fueling and
maintenance. Outages have so far this fall
slightly trailed the same period last year for only
a minimal delta in the year-on-year comparison.
However, these outages are clearly on the high
end of the five-year range.
Current outage levels as of Friday were at 21,600
mw or about 22% of nameplate capacity off-line.
This is around 3.9 bcf/d natural gas equivalent
off-line displacement, but it is part of the market
ebb and flow and is only comparative on the
incremental of year-to-year gain or loss. But do
note though that the y-o-y trend is slightly
expanding - and gas may begin to pick up a
small-ish 0.5 bcf/d in y-o-y incremental demand.
Note that the 2,500 mw (50%) of capacity is out
in ERCOT with STNP and Comanche Peak out.

Natural gas prices in Asia and Europe, albeit still crazy-high, have eased somewhat recently. But the potential for much higher-still prices
overseas this winter still exists. Note that; (i) thanks to the mad-rush to green energy by the European bureaucrats, coal plant operators got
caught with very low coal stockpiles on site and not much ability with the now-coal shortage to timely procure more, (ii) but the highly
escalated coal prices do not ensure its economic dispatch, (iii) gas’ share of thermal generation has readily been shrinking over the past
few months as price-rationing tries (unsuccessfully) to catch storage supplies back up to historical norms, and (iv) China continues a
policy of power blackouts and restrictions to allow their coal, oil and natural gas inventories to catch up before winter arrives in earnest.

A few quick factoids on natural gas; (i) forward calendar strips
are trending higher for the first time since 2012 after trending
lower with the beginning of the shale boom in 2010, (ii) natural
gas is expected to lose market share in the U.S. power-gen
market to coal on price and the on-going renewable build-out,
(iii) long term solar purchase prices have increased throughout
this year due to the gas run-up with deals in ERCOT around
$28/mw after getting as low as $20 some 18-24 months ago, and
(iv) the historical seasonal tendency to rally time-wise in 4Q
becomes more likely by the end of this month if early heating
season temps in the U.S. are not too mild.

A few data-points on ERCOT now through September; (i) it mostly stands to reason with much higher natural gas prices, but implied heat
rates have been lower than 2020 every month except April and June (and of course throw out the February debacle), (ii) ERCOT’s new
protocol of higher ancillary procurement is in full-swing since the July 21st implementation of same - with recent days showing 2,900ish
mw of RRS and 5,000 to 5,500 mw of Non-Spin procurement, (iii) total ancillary costs for September were at $2.69 per mw on a system-wide
cost-to-serve basis with RRS comprising $0.97 of same - and brings the system-wide YTD average cost to $2.36 excluding February, and
(iv) wind-avails held true to seasonal form and were quite low for Jul-Sep for HE 13-16 at around a 19% capacity-factor for those hours.

The warm-leaning NOAA/NWS November forecast issued just four days ago got
severely busted over the weekend with cooler temps and thus better heating demand
finally slipping into Midwest and East. These various weather models get too locked-in
to a pattern continuing and then surprise everyone with a pattern change (nat gas today).
Snowpack in Siberia and Canada is a big determinant of U.S. weather deeper into the
winter. And such is thus far lagging at about 20% lower than historical normal for the
current time-frame (mild-boding). This is a minor indicator that could change quickly.
Lastly, ERCOT wind-avails, which have been fairly low over the past six to eight weeks,
will finish out October with better wind-speeds and accordingly keep prices more muted
than so far this month.

